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"A Wobbly Bed Still Stands on Three Legs":
On Chinese Immigrant Women's
Experiences with Ethnic Community

Through in-depth interviews with Chinese working-class immigrant women,
this study highlights the meanings of their Chinatown community and
adjustment to U.S. life. By adopting a phcnomenological approach, three
themes based on the trope of the American Dream emerged that illustrated
these women's experiences with compounded immobilities, structural injustice,
and racial antagonisms. Nonethless, the interviews evidence resilience in the
theme of a "wobbly bed" with implications for national immigration policies
and intercultural communication models.
Keywords: American Dream, Chinatown, ethnic community, immigrant
women, intercultural adaptation

In June 2012, the Pew Research Center released its report on Asian Americans' "success"
as an immigrant group, a report that has drawn concerns over how it perpetuates the
"model minority" myth in achieving their American Dream (Ratsabout, 2012). The
depiction of such a community as a monolithic and homogenous entity is problematic,
for it erases the diversity of Asian peoples' immigration experiences from the public
discourse (O'Brien, 2012). For example, there has been little research on lives of older
immigrants in the United States (Burr, Cerst, Kwan, & Mutchler, 2008/2009) and
newcomers with scarce resources seem to be absent and deserve further examination.
Within the heterogeneous Asian American community (Lowe, 1991), voices of Chinese
immigrant women with limited English also are rarely the focus of academic research,
with few exceptions (cf. Shi, 2008). In this paper, the polyvalence of lived experiences
of Chinese immigrant women's relocation to the United States is centralized.
Berger (2004) noted that scholarship on women-oriented perspectives of immigration
experiences is scarce and often approached from a "pathologizing lens" (p. 28). Yet,
immigrant women's worldviews are unique with resilient strengths and require
understanding. As Mohanty asserted, "when we rethink, remember, and utilize our
lived relations as a basis of knowledge," a radical reality and consciousness is created
(as cited in Stone-Mediatore, 1998, p. 123). Women's experiences—specifically those of
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women of color—and the way the women communicate their lives are areas for deeper
connections to the larger discourses about human relations and equality (Bell, 2010;
Langellier & Hall, 1989; Mohanty, 2006).
I engaged in phenomenological interviewing with a group of Chinese working-class
immigrant women about the ways they make sense of their Chinatown community and
adjustment process in the United States. Such a method allows interviewees' experiences
to crystallize through an analytic reduction of meanings. Three themes based on
the trope of the American Dream emerged: compounded immobilities, structural
injustice, and racial antagonisms. I take the American Dream to be an entrenched
national myth defined by an optimistic belief that in America, equal opportunity and
hard work assure everyone occupational, economic, and even geographic mobilities
and, eventually, status, wealth, and happiness. After describing the in-depth interviews
and themes, I will revisit the theme of the "wobbly bed" in the context of national
policies and intercultural communication models of immigration.

Phenomenological Research Process
Phenomenology is theoretically and methodologically suited to understanding the
predetermined consciousness communicated by gender and ethnic/racial minorities
in the United States (Nelson, 1989; Orbe, 2000; Orbe & Drummond, 2009). It provides
a hermeneutic process in which subjectivities are known via "meaning-correlates of
conscious acts" (Moran, 2000, p. 16; Orbe, 2000). Martinez (2006) explained that through
unfolding the open and contradictory nature between "empirical [experiencing] and
eidetic [thinking]" meaning-making processes (p. 301; p. 303), cultural differences are
discerned within intentional and continuous interpretations. In feminist research, such
hermeneutic interpretation is conducted with the purpose of "research/or women . . .
[while] empowering women . . . in the interest of women (Langellier & Hall, 1989, p.
195, emphasis original).
The three steps of the phenomenological interview research process include: (1)
collecting descriptions of lived experiences, (2) reducing "conscious experiences"
for essential themes, and (3) re/examining themes with special attention to cultural
contexts (Nelson, 1989; Orbe, pp. 608-611). Accompanied with constant reflections
and reductions, themes identified from the interviews capture the deep instead of
assumed meanings of these lived experiences. Throughout the reduction, the researcher
crystallizes significant statements that reveal and highlight the essence of participants'
lived experiences.

Description of Participants
From 2008 to 2009 I volunteered in an English program for workplace readiness at an
Asian-American organization established to promote women workers' Wellness in the
San Francisco Bay area. Throughout the year I became friends with several women and
learned about their lives in their community. After leaving the program, I decided to
learn more about these Chinese women's experiences. I contacted a few of the women
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to invite them for interviews. After their participation, I engaged in snowball sampling
by asking them to introduce me to more potential participants. Two even volunteered
to introduce me to more participants before I mentioned it; as they said, "nobody
listens to our stories."
Through September 2010 to January 2011, I conducted 2 to 2.5 hours of in-depth
interviews with eight women. In these conversations the women shared their thoughts
on questions such as "What does 'community' mean to you?"; "What does 'being
adapted' mean to you?"; "What was your adjusting experience like?"; and "How would
you describe your adjustment to U.S. life?" Due to the sensitivity of these questions,
I asked each participant to select a place for the interview. Almost half invited me
to their homes.' All interviews were conducted in Mandarin. I later translated and
transcribed them into English; both translation and transcription are important
aspects of phenomenological reduction. In working through the women's thoughts,
I reduced ideas and interpreted meanings in "both linear and synergistic fashions"
(Orbe, 2000, p. 611).
The participants came from Guangdong in China and were from 52 to 65 years old. The
length of their residency in the United States ranged from 2 to 20 years (see Appendix).
My participants treated me as someone of whom they were proud given my status as an
Asian immigrant and a single female college professor. Almost all mentioned that they
hoped their children would one day be in my position with more social mobility in the
United States. At the same time, they also related to me as someone who had lived with
financial struggles until recently and my candidness encouraged several participants to
share deeper feelings in the interviews. My experiences were nowhere near as arduous
as those of my participants, yet these women lent me encouragement by giving me
hugs and pats on my hands in our
conversations. Nelson (1989) noted
that m feminist and phenomenological
interviewing, a sense of willingness on ^ ^ ^ ^
aaat^/y
the part of the researcher to disclose ^ / aSSc^^pt.onS
c^-f
information serves to disrupt the typical
interviewer/interviewee
structure ^^^ ^ards/i:/^ ana
and promotes more meaningful
understandings such as I experienced.
Throughout the interviews and reflective reductions, I was acutely aware of my
assumptions of and experiences with the kinds of hardship and marginality that
immigrant women of color often encounter. In these interviews that the women and
I co-narrated, meanings and processes unfolded through which they had become
"classed immigrant women of color and age." I immersed myself in these narratives
throughout the collection, reduction, and interpretation steps. Finally, I shared the
emergent themes of community and adjustment with some of my participants to
engage with them in interpretive reflection.
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Thematic Findings
Through the processes of thematic reduction, I identified three themes that reveal how
these women understand their experiences as older Chinese immigrant women. These
themes are crystallized by particular observations expressed during the interviews: "I'll
never be able to walk out of Tan-Ren Street"; "A wobbly bed still stands on three legs";
and "We Chinese are struggling to make a living in this place." The subheadings for each
section below mark the larger issues involved in these lived experiences: compounded
immobilities, structural inequities, and racial antagonisms.
Compounded Immobilities:
"I'll never be able to walk out of Tan-Ren Street."
The perception of immobility due to compounded constraints reoccurred in all
interviews. All participants came to the United States through family reunification
programs, often sponsored by siblings or siblings-in-law. According to the Immigration
and Nationality Act, foreign nationals with an immediate relative such as a spouse,
parents, or children under 21 receive priority to immigrate to the United States
(Department of Homeland Security Annual Flow Report, 2011). From the mid-1990s
to 2010, family-sponsored immigrants usually accounted for 65% of all approved
permanent residents, and roughly 6-7% had siblings as sponsors. Those who were
in their 40s and 50s represented no more than 15% of those approved.- More than
half of approved immigrants were married women. Fon, Ling, and Jen came to unite
with family members who emigrated from China a decade earlier. Ann, Joy, Hope, and
Susan wanted to seek better political and economic environments for their children
and asked their siblings' help to come to America. All the participants acknowledged
their older age to be a handicap in regard to the U.S. immigration practices.
One of the lesser known challenges about immigration is the long wait prior to
admission. For most of the participants, it took approximately 10 years before receiving
approval, and many changes happened during this interval. As Hope shared:
Even though I am finally in the U.S., my heart is not settled. My older sister
sponsored me to come and I wanted to bring my son. By the time my case
was approved, my son exceeded the age limit [of 21]. So I came alone . . .
as a woman [to California with] no friends, no family except for my sister
in Chicago. I work every day until late in the night [and] then go to sleep.
. . . As an immigrant with limited English in America, it is like being blind,
deaf, mute, and crippled. . . . My curiosity and desire to see what freedom
means got worn down in the decade of waiting. I am exhausted and ended
up coming alone without my son . . . I have a very small social circle here . . .
only in Chinatown, I guess. I'll never be able to walk out of Tan-Ren Street
[Chinatown.] This is all I have (with a forced smile).^
The sense of being handicapped and trapped by multiple constraints was palpable in
her description of why her "heart is not settled," including being alone and without full
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capacity to function in the United States. Her anticipation of coming to the United States
with her son for a better life diminished as time passed. Unlike the conventional image
of the American Dream of mobility (CuUen, 2003), immigrating to the United States
for Hope felt like a long journey in which her son grew too old to meet sponsorship
requirements and she had become immobile with little control over her conditions.
Because of these circumstances, she ended up feeling stranded between the United
States and China, tied to Tan-Ren Street.
Many of the participants described their American experience in similarly negative
terms emphasizing constraints and loneliness. Susan joked, "Before [coming], I
thought of America as heaven -^
•
J^ ^ ^J
where life is perfect. After I came, ¿-^ .^'^^ r
//
r u
• • 1-1
;• -1 i-i
u 11/ /I
u
S t a t e s / o t -//oiPe. •/•&/t
It IS like /lail-hke hell/ (laushter
>
,^
with mouth covered). We can
only hang out with our family.
Ann, who arrived in the United
States more than a decade ago,
lamented. Life as an immigrant
woman is extremely lonely. Into
her third year of being in the ^ ^ ^ / ^^^^„j^j
¿e
^ ¿^j , ^
United States, Jen answered my ,/ -, -^,
i
'
' ¿c/iiz&d Status
and C
question about her community , y- ^^
¿-i
,
by saying, "What friends? What
community? Everyone is so tired and busy making a living. After a long, hard day,
you shut the door and sleep (laughter)." Ling elaborated, "In the U.S., every family
closes the front door at dusk, and nobody interacts around the neighborhood. Once
you get used to it, it has less impact on you. You can adjust to it." The participants
keenly observed the scarce social participation they have access to compared to what
they experienced in China.
Burr, Cerst, Kwan, and Mutchler (2008/2009) found that older immigrants often
reside with other established members of their ethnic groups. All women identified
"Oakland Chinatown" as their community where they could find affordable apartments
and available jobs. Jen, who works as a part-time worker in a high school cafeteria,
explained that "people like us who are old and uncultured [without education] have
few job opportunities. We ask for very little. As long as there are meals and a roof over
our heads, we feel settled and content." The immigrant women who had no education
beyond the primary grades or secondary school and speak Cantonese as their primary
language and Mandarin as their secondary one, see the various Chinatowns as their
only world for survival. Yet sometimes having Cantonese and Mandarin skills may not
be enough, as Hope shared:
[When I first came] I heard that you make more money in San Francisco
Chinatown because it is much bigger. So I went for an interview and was
asked if I spoke Taishan dialect."*! was not hired [because I don't speak it.] So
I came back to Oakland Chinatown.
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Hope's experience when she ventured out of her community sheds light on the
difficulties working class immigrant women face in trying to navigate their way and gain
economic and social mobility, even within similar cultural centers. Her mismatched
linguistic/regional identity poses yet another restriction on her freedom to move out of
her current environment. As financially marginalized immigrants in their 50s and 60s,
these participants emphasized that their lack of preferred skills for either American
mainstream society or positions in the Chinese community left them at a double
disadvantage. Their particular cultural, linguistic, regional, and class identities prior
to their arrival in the United States became meaningful as unanticipated limitations to
realizing the American Dream.
The frequent descriptions of immobilities were thematized as a heaven-like dream
^^— ^^- _
.
/n of liberation turned into
^f

.

^B

/yj/yicoi/i'ci&S

^H

^^^^
^^
^B

•
•

/-ß,-

,1

J-

/

XtiZed
ljel-e 7lne/y7CXtiZed

ä lail-like
.

,

•

experience of
j

a: •

,
/./ ,
/n
,-/'.•
,
, • J
••/
,. /
.
n•
I "A^ ,
'^^^ ,
,^1

isolation
and suffermg.
The participants described
feeling confined figuratively
and literally to Tan-Ren

D
I , . I
_i •dd^, • I
--i /
.
.
, ,
-P, ,. ,
. .
u.
I
.
Utilted i>tateS a^od trie./i aQdm
. , , . / • ,
.
r' P,
//7 Zn&i/- /iVsd ViS-t-öio^ ai- trie.
/

Street, that is, Oakland
Chinatown, where only low
grade jobs are available.
These women
endured
ul • l *
*•
psychological torment in
, . ,
.,^ .
their long wait to immigrate

J
J
version of the American
Dream marked by the physical hardship of working for meager wages. Despite torment
and constraints. Ling's words reveal resilience: "Once you get used to [the lifestyle], it
has less impact on you. You can adjust to it."
Structural Inequities: "A wobbly bed still stands on three legs."

Being restricted to the Chinatown community, these immigrant women process
their current lives through a multifaceted prism. For most of them, living in America
required working in America. Fujiwara (2008) stated, "The dominance of women
immigration flows [after 1965] reflected the growth of female-intensive industries in
the United States, particularly in service, health care, microelectronics, and apparel
manufacturing" (p. 39). My participants filled the demand for low-wage female labor
in insecure, menial, and exploitative jobs.
Many women found jobs in Chinatown within a couple of weeks of arriving in
America. Fon's teenage son helped her negotiate for reasonable pay at a job in an
automobile parts factory. Knowing her English was limited, she quickly became adept
with all types of machines as a strategy to make herself a less disposable employee.
An electronic company hired Joy, a position she found with her sister-in-law's
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assistance. The position was deliberately stressful: a computerized system would match
manufactured parts with the worker who produced them and issue warnings to those
who made mistakes. Working conditions were harsh with long hours from 8 a.m. to 6
p.m. and only a 15-minute lunch break. Joy noted that it took her 2 to 3 years before
she managed to focus calmly on her production task and reduce the chances of making
a mistake. Susan started working within a week after coming to Oakland in 2010 and
has been employed ever since. As a baker, she worked 6 days a week and 12 to 15 hours
a day "without ever missing a day," she proudly said. Recently, she found another job
at an Asian grocery store chain and told me, "I like it because it has more established
benefits. There are set breaks, a health care plan, and much better pay." Susan's current
job is the envy of many because she was hired for one specific position with eight-hour
shifts instead of as a worker responsible for dishes, cleaning, stocking, taking out trash,
and cashiering with only 30-minute breaks and 10-hour shifts or longer, the conditions
more typical of so many Chinatown jobs.
Dora, a former kindergarten teacher in China, shared her perspective on her current
job as a domestic servant:
I just think to myself, living here [Monday through Friday with my employer's
family] I get paid to clean the house, mop the floor, make meals, and care
for the children. If I stay at home, I'd have to do those chores anyway. Even
though I am the LOWEST LEVEL of people in the U.S. as a domestic servant,
I just don't think about how others see me. As long as I am willing, there is
no problem.
She continued:
People say there's an economic storm in the U.S. I think that those who are
at the higher level and also those immigrants who are like an engineer might
have been affected more. II know nothing of their lives./ [The crisis does
not affect] people like me. I still am working hard to save money from a bit
more than a thousand American dollars a month that I make. It still is very
resourceful here . . . like [how they say] "a wobbly bed still stands on three
legs" (laugh). Right?
I mark the mention of resourcefulness as particularly meaningful in this observation.
These women seek resources and establish limited social connections to accumulate a
little financial gain with every step they take.
Being highly aware of their "foreignness" in U.S. society, they struggle to decrease the
chance of becoming a disposable worker by constantly securing their limited financial
and social capital, as Dora manages to save from her meager monthly wages. Working
within the U.S. capitalistic ideology of supply and demand, these low- income immigrant
women of color are conscious of being treated as "supplementary" and "temporary"
laborers. As a participant, Jen poignantly said, "When the baby grew older, they no
longer needed me as a nanny."
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The study's participants are resourceful women who found available aid programs
such as Supplemental Security Income (SSI), while at the same time they are keenly
aware of embedded problems with such programs. Most of the women came as older
immigrants after the enactment of the Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity
Reconciliation Act (PRWORA) signed into law in 1996, which banned noncitizens from
receiving federal aid (Borjas, 2002; Burr et al., 2008/2009; Fujiwara, 2008). They would
likely become eligible for governmental assistance after naturalization or accumulating
40 qualified earning credits in about ten years (Burr et al., 2008/2009; Social Security;
National Immigration Law Center, 2011). Such policy reforms demarcate noncitizen
versus citizen immigrants. For example, Hope now works at an elderly care facility and
attends to a U.S. client who emigrated from China prior to 1996. She shared how her
client treated her like his personal maid even though Hope poignantly sees the irony
that is a consequence of these policies. She laughed and said.
He would take his anger out at me as if he were my boss. I am thinking that,
"You are getting this service because of taxpayers like me!" So this is so unfair.
I am basically paying him to exploit me yet I cannot even receive adequate
benefits for my injured aging body from working for him since the doctor in
Chinatown only sees me for 15 minutes each visit. I'd even lose this job if I do
not listen to [my client's] demands. I am not sure what they mean by justice
in this society.
The unintended consequences of these social programs most often atfect those with
the least amount of resources, such as the participants interviewed. In between jobs as
a nanny, Jen, who has two children, spends 13.5 morning hours a week in English as
a second language (ESL) classes

{

international women. Because
gf j^gj. ii,-nited income, she has
qualified for these classes for a
¿ad ^¿t&ak'na^ JOÓO and
^^^yy fgg However, the program
/ t l / d stt-^SS
-Tr-o^
requires her to stay throughout
ua/, and
^j^^ four-month term. Although
S, a//
appreciative of the service,
t/i&y
^^^ expressed concerns about
t
j ^ choose between
ujithEnglish
Sdojitas at-^SoUi-cl<^S
^j ^ nonprofit
organization
for
working raci,^cl
and learning
low-income immigrant
woman. Similarly,
Susan's
d
/her
t lto3work
3 onSTttcictutaJ
new job requires
Sundays and forgo the ESL classes ofifered by one of
the few organizations still oftering them after half of Oakland's adult education budget
was cut (Johnson, 2009). In California, welfare-to-work programs such as Temporary
Assistance to Needy Families (TANF), enacted in 1998, mandate parents who receive
assistance to "perform 32 hours of work-related activities per week for a single parent
household or 35 hours per week in a two-parent household" (California Department
of Public Social Services). Many of these women came to the United States with
young children to support. ESL classes are not considered "work related activfties"
in a job market where English is a necessity to integrate into mainstream society, so
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my participants, who came with little English proficiency, are trapped in the role of
"undesirable (poor) immigrants of color" (Fujiwara, 2008, p. xxii). Faced with scant
resources and relentless structural hurdles, low-income immigrant women endure
backbreaking jobs and multilayered stress from familial, communal, and societal
interactions, all of which affect how they handle their adjustment.
These women's awareness of unequal structures in U.S. society was palpable. Statements
like "I may lose my job if I don't ,7-,
^
„ ,. /
i '
. .
/ rie.Se ¿Ajo/yie/n S
listen, they no longer needed
^
„ ',
'
* ,
,
ot lUnecaa/ SttUC-tá.íteS m
me, I am not sure what they ,/ ^ ^'^ ^- ^
^
/ //
. ,, , , .
U.S. sociiet\j i^as pa/pao/e
mean by justice, and having to
,7-, . <
, ^
/ ^/ •
choose between working and ^
.
,. ^
^
-^
• 1
^
,. ,
lil.
/i/yiet-iC-an /ite cuaS epito/yii Zed
learning English revealed their • , ,
^
1
n 1
r r ,
1
11
, '^ Z/?e /yieZapnot- 0 /
S/eepmq
sense of feeling disposable and
«
/},
/ , ••
1• 1^

, , J^ . .
, on a í.ooóó/<J óed, ¿Aj>rii(l/n eVen
marginalized. Their view toward , ,
, ,
'
^
^ / /
, °
,^
. z/io¿^q/i Zen¿.íoUS neVetZ/he/eSS
their American life was epitomized
.-; ^
^ , /•/•^
^ ,

^

„

ptcf/ideS

So/y^e SZaoi/iZ}J.

in the metaphor of sleeping on a '^
'
wobbly bed," which even though tenuous nevertheless provides some stability. From
their narration, it is clear that they are conscious of their volatile position in this unequal
structure and are creative about seeking resources to stabilize this three-legged bed.
Racial Antagonisms:
"We Chinese are struggling to make a living in this place."
These immigrants shared that the most difficult part of their adaptation to U.S. society is
the unsafe environment caused by poverty, racial tension, and legal firearm possession.
Ling was surprised that I was unaware that Oakland was ranked the third least safe
city in the United States (Ouinn, 2009). Hope had a similar reaction and told me about
two shootings that had occurred in two months, which stirred up much anxiety in the
Chinatown community in 2010 (Jackman, 2010). The sense of insecurity adds another
layer to the participants' feeling of isolation as Fon, Susan, and Jen all expressed: "Who
dares to go out at night here? Life in the U.S. is very lonely." All participants shared that
they had witnessed Chinese-looking women being robbed on Chinatown streets in the
daylight.
Ling's purse was stolen when she was coming out of her car. She said, "I thought it was
a friend playing pranks on me since he moved so slowly. I turned around only to see a
Black young man. I didn't know any, so I screamed and thankfully, someone from the
auto shop chased after him and got my purse back." Hope expressed her shock about
the death of a Chinese American, Jinghong Kang, who was robbed and killed by two
African Americans before his job interview at Google. He lived in Virginia and had
stayed in Oakland for one night (Jackman, 2010). Both Fon and Ann had experienced
their homes being broken into and no effective assistance was offered. Their silent
fatalism was epitomized in Hope's statement: "We Chinese are struggling to make a
living in this place. How can anyone afford to get involved with gangs? . . . PEOPLE
HAVE GUNS IN THIS COUNTRY." Jen, who has been in the United States for almost
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two years, said that she was told to be fearful of Black people. She lives in a small
one-bedroom apartment with her husband and two children in a building with more
than 10 units on the same floor. Her building is one of several like this in Chinatown.^
Her fear of Black people in her neighborhood was unfortunately common in others
interviewed. After being in the United States only three years, Susan explained to me
the urban legend of seeing shoes on an overhead wire in her neighborhood as a marker
for drug dealing zones. She explained,
I think I am quite used to the U.S. life except for its security. Just a couple
of days ago, two Black guys grabbed my son when he was about to leave the
house. RIGHT IN FRONT OF OUR HOUSE. I was scared to death. So now,
we only enter through the backdoor. It is too dangerous.*^
In the participants' descriptions of fear, there seems to lurk a mentality of "us"—
the powerless Chinese versus "them"—the dangerous Black people in their
neighborhood.
These women expressed considerable anxiety about these racial tensions. As Ling
explained, "It is important to understand other races and cultures in order to adapt
to this society." She further elaborated that while living in Oakland is dangerous, "we
had Chinese families as neighbors so it was OK. We also had a Black neighbor, and
we got along well. She was very nice,
'l^/h&y e><pts.SSed C-ond&t/i
and we always greeted each other. So
oV&t '¿/hs-it Sa-ffi¿y m t/ie.
there are good Black people too." After
<:ic>n7^£><7^ Qrp ne-iq/joot/ioocl
recounting the shocking event her
taC-io./ Co/vpoSdiofió
. . . .
son experienced at their front door.

{

As í<J<='l~¡(i*^Q ¡/o^/yi'iQtanl
Loo/^en ioit/i /'ití/e. English
pf-o/^C-ie/iCy, they cl&ar/y
¡iV&d Jay to Jay coith
th'^ I ntt'i aac'i e.3 o-f taC-ia/
r-i^/a¿ion3 un t/ie. ¿//iitsJ
States.

Susan stressed that it was important
to recognize how racially diverse the
United States is. She shared how a
Black student helped her son recover
his backpack from a bully on his first
school bus ride. She often reminds her
son about that incident to ensure that
the bigotry from the streets does not
seep into her young son's mind. Most women send their children to local communitybased youth programs to gain a more complex understanding of social justice issues
such as race and gender inequality and homophobia.
Emotions of fear, confusion, affinity, and animus were expressed as the women
described how they were "struggling to make a living," "scared to death," and "told
to be fearful of Black people." They expressed concern over their safety in the context
of neighborhood racial compositions. All the while, they pointed out that addressing
racial
interracial
relations
16 tension—particularly the next generation's attitudes toward Women
& Language
and inequality—is imperative for the community. As working immigrant women with
little English
proficiency,
they clearly lived day to day with the intricacies of racial
relations
in the
United States.
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Discussion: Dreaming in a Wobbiy Bed
In this section, I first engage in the final interpretive reduction to suggest that the
American experience of these Chinese immigrant women is best captured in the
phrase, "a wobbly bed still stands on three legs." This phrase illustrates the resolute
resourcefulness with which these women engaged the various constraints of their lives
and navigated issues of immobility as well as pervasive racial tensions. I have adopted
the trope of the American Dream to contextualize the themes from the interviews
because this concept seems to me to be the fabric of the disappointments, anxieties,
and hopes of these women. Although their situation in the United States might be
"wobbly" and compounded constraints rendered them standing "on three legs," these
women nonetheless expressed a determination to strive for a better life.
A critical element of the American Dream is mobility. However, the ability to move
out of one's economically disadvantaged neighborhood has diminished since the 1980s
among the working poor in the United States (Kochan, 2006; Stack, 2001). Such a
phenomenon is particularly evident in communities of color (Brown, 2009; Coode &
Maskovsky, 2001) and raises the issue of the "visible immobility" (Cullen, 2003, p. 61)
that contradicts this idea of American upward mobility. Therefore the second theme
identified, "I'll never be able to walk out of Tan-Ren Street," encapsulates the pervasive
feeling among my interviewees of being immobilized by compounded physical,
economic, and cultural constraints.
For example, policies such as the 1965 Immigration Act that favored immigrants' skills
and familial connections have created polarized Asian immigration patterns that divide
Asian immigrants on the basis of their social and cultural capital (Espirtu, 2008; Kwong
& Miscevic, 2005). Under this "bimodal" immigration practice (Espíritu, p. 74), lowskilled immigrants are sought for labor while the highly educated are in demand for
professional work (McCuire, 2010; Ngai, 2004). Further, Berger (2004) noted changes
in the gender distribution of immigrants to the United States in the past decade, with
a disproportionate number of women in the low-skilled group. Hochschild (2002) also
documented a "global polarization" in which immigrant women of color are trapped
in long hours and physically demanding jobs such as factory workers, nannies, or
domestic workers (p. 20).
Jim Cullen (2003) has described the American Dream as an imagined and mythicized
ideal that propels newcomers to acquire and accumulate financial success for upward
mobility. Yet the "Dream of the Immigrant" to pursue a better future in the United
States is an ambivalent mixture of hopes and despair (Cullen, p. 188). In making sense
of the American life, these older Chinese immigrant women of low-income who work
as nannies, factory workers, and housekeepers expressed coming to terms with the
reality of U.S. immigration practices, which welcome "the 'best and the brightest' of
the [educated] world" (McCuire, 2010, p. 19). They explained that even though they
are "old and uncultured," they continue to hope for more mobility as long as they are
willing to work and save hard from the American dollars they make in Chinatown.
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Kwong and Miscevic (2005) observed that "Chinatowns came the closest to the African
American ghetto model" in which living, social, and safety conditions are substandard
(p. 283). Statements exemplified by the third theme, "We Chinese are struggling to
make a living in this place," reveal these women's acknowledgement offensions in their
neighborhood. Camarillo (2010) wrote that "cities of color" such as Oakland "are the
epicenters of a new frontier in American race relations" with high poverty and high
unemployment rates (p. 275). In my participants' poignant narratives, adapting to
American life was structured by U.S. urban residence and welfare policies. However,
this phenomenon calls for a structural understanding of the interlocking relationships
among gender, race, and class in U.S. urban settings.
Goode and Maskovsky (2011) critiqued the tendency to treat poor communities as
"encapsulated worlds, bounded and isolated from history and wider political-economic
developments" (p. 11). As Nakayama put it, "communities have histories that have
constituted these communities. These local histories are not always obvious but can
play a big role in their relationships with others in the local scene" (Dempsey et al,
2011, p. 262). Places such as Chinatowns are seen as communities, a "city within a city"
for the Chinese (Tsui, 2009, p. 9). Yet they have their own complexity imbued with the
diverse experiences of their inhabitants, the volatile histories of their formations, as
well as fluid relationships with other cultural groups.
In the United States, "life chances" are not equal for all racial groups (Bonilla-Silva,
1997, p. 470) and Black people have been placed in a subordinate position in the
"racial structure" (Bonilla-Silva, 2006, p. 9). Immigrants from non-European nations
in Latin America and Asian regions are often advantageously positioned to compete
with African Americans over limited resources. For example, Zamudio and Lichter
(2008) found that hotel managers in the Los Angeles metropolitan area perceive Latin
and Asian immigrants as having more "soft skills" and "[better] personality, attitude,
and behavior" (p. 574) and prefer hiring them to African Americans. The researchers
suggested that these managers, however, neglected to see that it may very well be the
"vulnerability, controllability, and level of deference to authority" of these immigrant
groups that affect the managers' hiring practices (p. 576).
In such racialized social relations, "competition, real and perceived, over scarce
resources in the city often pits one group against others and inflames negative sentiments
simmering just below the surface" (Camarillo, 2010 p. 290). Tbe undercurrent of
problems related to linguistic differences, cultural misunderstandings, and mass media
misrepresentations of these issues further ushers in "a recipe for group contentiousness,
conflict, and alienation" (Camarillo, p. 290). This seems evident in most of the
participants' responses about being an immigrant woman in Chinatown and wary of
Black people in this "dangerous" environment. This articulation is reminiscent of the
well-documented media biases on gendered and racialized portrayals of violent and
aggressive African American men (Orbe & Hopson, 2002). The effects of the historical
legacy of the exploitative slavery system and discriminatory regulations and practices
are transformed into a less overt structure that continues to perpetuate the fear of
African American men as the "other."
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These women's deep anxiety highlights the different intercultural relationships faced by
immigrants with financial stability versus those who survive on meager wages. The latter
group resides in neighborhoods more prone to violence which, as Dwight Conquergood
(1994) pointed out, is an expression of systemic injustice leading to un(der)employment,
underfunded school systems, and lack of opportunities for the marginalized. In addition
to managing job security and learning English during their cultural adjustment, these
participants encountered the immediate challenges of inequality coupled with racial
and ethnic segregation and discriminatory attitudes and practices.
Living in one of the frontier "cities of color," these women quickly realized the need to
process racial and ethnic dynamics in the United States. They may not employ phrases
such as structural racism, yet they live and struggle with it on a daily basis. Living
in Oakland, one of the minority-as- i^-^¡
¡^ ^^^ c>f th^
majority cities (Camarillo, 2007), the ^^^^^;^^ " cUf.^S of
do/ot,
Chinese immigrant women make
k
cultural adjustments at the frontline of
multifaceted intergroup relations. My
participants' portraits of Chinatown j ^^^^^
^ ^^^ ¿/
neighborhoods imbued with tensions ¿^^^^
77,
^^^
conjure
up simultaneously an ^^r,/^
r>fytaS^s S^d/i
aS
attachment and alienation where ¿ttudtur-al
tad¡S^,
y^t
exploitative jobs, aft^ordable housing, ^,
/;^^ ^^j
and violence caused by inequality ;^ J ^ ^ ^^¡,
coexist. Their relationship to their
ethnic community cannot be captured solely through the lens of being "adversarial"
(e.g., Kim, 2001) or "supportive" (e.g.. Ye, 2006). Rather, their awareness and knowledge
of their diverse host environment appears to be bounded by their ties to the Chinatown
community.
Along with immigration policies and patterns, immobilities are institutionalized
in the histories and cultural insularities of urban ethnic communities. Scholars
studying cultural adaptation argue that the strength of newcomers' identification and
engagement with their ethnic communities inhibits immigrants' adaptation due to the
lack of incentives to overcome stress (Kim, 2005; Ting-Toomey, 2005). They argue that
Chinatown is an example of a type of ethnic community that provides "strangers . . .
relatively stress-free ethnic communication experiences . . . [and] allows strangers to
delay or avoid confronting more stressful communication activities involving members
of the receiving community" (Kim, 2001, p. 77). Ting-Toomey (1999) suggested
"ethnic-based social and friendship networks provide . . . identity support during the
initial states of immigrants' adaptation process" (p. 242). Yet my interviews show that
the Chinese immigrant women hardly felt that their ethnic community was "stressfree." To the contrary, they expressed isolation, loneliness, and constant anxiety.
Throughout this research I found the need for a critical view that takes the specific
experiences of Chinese immigrant women's experiences into account. The ethnic
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community plays a much more complicated role in these experiences, particularly for
the working class immigrant women of color.

Limitations and Future Researcii
There are several limitations that attend a phenomenological approach. Balancing
"commonality and diversity" (Orbe, 2000, p. 618) in a wide-range of experiences
within a heterogeneous group of working class Chinese immigrant women is
challenging. After a series of methodological reductive processes aimed at discerning
the kernel of meanings, the
A/y aSS/u^yi^t'ion that t/ie
researcher runs the risk

{

A/>7etician l)tea^
C-onte><t¿^a¡iZeS
the /yieaninafu/neSS
oP /yjy
partidipanZS ex^etiendeS
¡^p>oSeS a partic¿^/aj- -fra/yie
o-/^ lnte//i^iAi/ity. J)eS/^ite th'S
/i^y7Ítation¡ X ¿e/'ieVe th(Xjt
pJneno^eno/o^icl^a/
teSeardh
taps
/¡Ved /y^eani n^S m mSi^ht-Pu/ and
teSponSiVe ¿A^ayS.

of essentializing diverse
lived
experiences and
consequently generalizing
different cultural members'
worldviews. My analyses are
informed throughout by my
own reflexive reflections yet
\ recognize the demand for
ongoing scrutiny. Indeed,
my assumption that the
American Dream contextualizes the meaningfulness of my participants' experiences
imposes a particular frame of intelligibility. Despite this limitation, I believe that
phenomenological research taps lived meanings in insightful and responsive ways and
that with self-reflexive vigilance, researchers can temper such inherent difficulties.
The present study of low-income immigrant women's experiences suggests additional
questions and directions for research. For example, given their contrast to popular
perceptions of Asian immigrant "success" in America, the participants' narratives
encourage more in-depth examination of the particular historical and contemporary
structural inequities that low-income immigrant women face and that render their
adjustment to life in the United States uniquely stressful. How would immigrant
women of low-income from other linguistic cultural groups relate to their ethnic
communities? How might their adaptation processes be similar to or different from
those discussed in the current study? Human experiences are embodied through the
ever-changing interactions that make intercultural adaptation processes volatile and
multifaceted. These complexities invite further exploration.
In conclusion, the meaning of American life was distilled into these women's
negotiations with their location where "freedom is constituted by the way [they] live
in and adapt to a world of meanings where the significance of those meanings has
already
p. 420).&From
their
2 0 been chosen for [them] in a certain way" (Moran, 2000, Women
Language
"wobbly beds," these women discerned their multiple material and social immobilities,
and developed
insights
into to
structural
and racial
antagonisms.
As U.S.
immigration
policies
change
meet civilinequities
and governmental
demands
for economic.
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political, and societal change, the complex ways in which Chinese newcomers relate to
Chinatown as an ethnic community deserve critical examination.

Notes
' When the participant did not express a preference, I suggested two public places—one
in Chinatown and the other outside of it. Participants always selected to be interviewed
outside of Chinatown.
^ Since U.S. immigration preference has historically aimed to bring in a laborforce,
such a preference has been reflected in the age range of the admitted legal permanent
residents. During the mid-1990s through 2010, the median age of immigrants ranged
from 27 to 3L Please see the Homeland Security Department website for detailed
annual reports at http://www.dhs.gov/files/statistics/data.
^ Information added by the researcher is included in brackets and nonverbal expressions
are in parentheses. Words spoken with emphasis are capitalized. Words in between //
were spoken softly. Terms spoken in Mandarin are italicized.
"* Taishan is a city in Guangdong Province in China and historically has been a place of
many emigrants. As Ling joked, "One often overseas Chinese around the world would
turn out to be from Taishan."
^ Jen graciously invited me to her home for the interview. Upon entering, she
apologized for a distinct smell. I then noticed that it was the smell of an old building.
Jen's apartment for her family of four is about 15 by 15.1 noticed that the wall closets
in the main room had a master lock on them. Our interview ended around eight in the
evening, and Jen hurried me to my car fearful for my safety walking alone in the dark.
*• Susan was so concerned about my safety that she asked her cousin to accompany me
while I moved my car, which was parked a block away, to their driveway. That way, I
could get in after our interview later in the evening. Her anxiety was evident when she
clung to the front door to see me off while constantly making sure to check both sides
of the street without stepping out onto her front porch.
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Name
Age
Sister

Sponsor

Factory worker

Occupation prior to U.S.

Occupation in U.S.

Year of
Arrival
1990

Staff at a university shop
Garment factory worker
Toy factory worker
Department store clerk

Ling
In-law
In-law
In-law
Sister

1990
1995
2008
2005

Elementary school
cafeteria cook/server
Automobile factory worker
Home maker
Nanny/housekeeper
Grocery store
worker/Assistant at a
senior center
Factory assembler
Baker
Nanny/Housekeeper

Fon
Ann
Jen
Hope
CD

Accountant
Baker
Kindergarten teacher

1993
2007
2004

CXI CX)

un

CD
3

un
NJ

In-law
Sister
Marriage

Joy
Susan
Dora

un

un
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